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ARTICLE I
 
RECOGNITION
 
A. The Nanuet School District recognizes the Nanuet Teacher's 
Association/School Related Professionals Chapter for purposes of 
collective negotiations, pursuant to the public Employees' Fair 
Employment Act as the exclusive negotiating agent for the negotiating 
unit defined as all full-time and part-time personnel in the positions of 
Clerk, Clerkffypist, Senior Payroll Clerk, Principal Clerk-Typist, 
Library Clerkffypist, Librarian II, Clerk/Stenographer, Senior Clerk 
Typist, Secretary Typist, Accountant II, Senior Account Clerk, Senior 
Clerk/Stenographer, Public Information Specialist, Senior Account 
Clerkffypist, Secretary I, Secretary II, all other clerical positions, 
Teacher Aide, Monitor, Registered Nurse, Certified Athletic Trainer 
and Occupational Therapist, but excluding temporary, per diem, and 
Supervisory Personnel, The District Clerk, the District Treasurer, the 
Secretary to the Superintendent of Schools, the Secretary to the 
Assistant Superintendent for Business, Principal Purchasing Clerk 
Typist, and the Secretary to the Deputy Superintendent. 
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ARTICLE II 
DEFINITIONS 
As used in the Agreement the following terms shall have the respective meaning 
set forth below: 
1.	 "School District" means the Board of Education of the NANUET UNION 
FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT. 
2.	 "Board of Education" or "Board" means the Board of Education of the 
Nanuet Union Free School District. 
3.	 "Superintendent" means Superintendent of Schools of the Nanuet Union 
Free School District. 
4.	 "Association" means the SCHOOL RELATED PROFESSIONALS
 
CHAPTER.
 
5.	 "School Year" means the period commencing on the First Day of July in 
each year and ending on the Thirtieth Day of June next. 
6.	 "Non Instructional Personnel" and/or "Employees" refers to employees 
within the unit unless otherwise indicated. 
7.	 "Grievance Committee" is a committee designated by the SRP, not to 
exceed seven (7) members who will function in accordance with the 
grievance procedure outlined in ARTICLE IV of this Agreement. 
8.	 The following terms are defined per Civil Service law by the Rockland 
County Civil Service Rules: 
"PER DIEM" means pay per day in terms of hours per day and rates of pay. 
"SUBSTITUTE" refers to the service of one in place of another, which 
fulfills the requirements of temporary appointment as determined by the 
Rockland County Personnel Office. 
'PART-TIME" means any employment or a combination of one or more 
employments of similar kinds of work in a civil service division in which 
an individual works less than fifty percent of the time prescribed as a 
normal work week by the appropriate governing body or other appropriate 
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authority of the Civil Division (See page 011 of the Rockland County Civil 
Service Rules). 
"FULL-TIME" (a corollary of part time) means any employment or a 
combination of one or more employments of similar kinds of work in a 
civil division in which an individual works fifty percent or more of the time 
prescribed as a normal work week by the appropriate governing body or 
other appropriate authority of the civil division. 
"TEMPORARY" means appointment for a limited time usually specified 
which has been authorized in accordance with section 64 of the Civil 
Service Law. 
"PROVISIONAL" means appointment of a temporary nature occurring in 
a competitive class position in which no appropriate eligible list exists, and 
which appointment was approved after the nominee of the appointing 
officer satisfactorily qualified by non-competitive examination (See Civil 
Service law Section 65). 
"PERMANENT" means an appointment, in a competitive class, usually not 
limited to duration or term, which conforms to all conditions of the Civil 
Service law and other applicable laws for continuous employment. 
"PROBATIONARY" means an appointment, in a competitive class, which 
conforms to all conditions of the Civil Service Law. This period shall be 
for a 26-week duration. If a person has performed satisfactorily during this 
period, they shall then be given a permanent appointment in accordance 
with Civil Service Regulations. 
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ARTICLE III
 
NEGOTIATION PROCEDURES
 
A. General Negotiation Procedures 
1.	 It is contemplated that tenns and conditions of employment provided in this 
Agreement shall remain in effect until altered by mutual agreement. It is likewise 
recognized that matters may from time to time arise ofvital mutual concern to the 
parties which have not been fully or adequately negotiated between them. It is in the 
public interest that the opportunity for mutual discussion of such matters be provided. 
The parties accordingly agree to cooperate in arranging meetings, selecting 
representatives for discussion furnishing necessary infonnation and otherwise 
constructively considering and resolving any such matters. 
2.	 No later that February 15th of the final year of the contract the parties will enter into 
good faith negotiations over a successor agreement to cover the following school 
year. If such an agreement is not concluded by March 15th, either party may request 
the use ofmediation. The parties shall request the State Public Employment 
Relations Board to assist the parties to reach agreement. If the parties have not 
reached agreement by April 15th , either party may request the State Public 
Employment Relations Board to assist the parties to reach agreement. Such mediation 
and fact-finding will be governed by the provisions of Section 209 of the Civil 
Service Law. 
3.	 Neither party in any negotiations shall have any control over the selection of the 
representatives of the other party and each party may select its representatives from 
within or outside the School District. While no final agreement shall be executed 
without ratification by the Association and the Board, the parties mutually pledge that 
their representatives will be clothed with all necessary power and authority to make 
proposals, consider proposals, and reach compromises in the course ofnegotiations. 
4.	 It is understood and agreed that all negotiation meetings will be scheduled after 
school hours, except in emergency situations. The Board at its discretion may 
schedule negotiation meetings during a school day. Ifnegotiation meetings between 
the School District and the Association are scheduled during the day, the 
representatives of the Association will be relieved from all regular duties without loss 
ofpay as necessary in order to pennit participation in such meetings. 
B. Ground Rules for Professional Negotiations 
In discussing a written agreement with the Board of Education, the following
 
procedures for negotiations shall pertain:
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1.	 Communication between the committee of the Board and the committee of the 
Association shall be through the Office of the Assistant Superintendent for 
Business or hislher designee. 
2.	 No information shall be released through newspapers, or other media by either 
party without presenting a copy thereof to the other in advance of any release. 
3.	 Each chairperson will attempt to insure that the other will have ample time to 
communicate, discuss and react to any recommendations and/or conclusions. 
4.	 A tentative schedule of meetings shall be set up between the two committees by 
the respective chairpersons. 
5.	 The chairperson of each committee shall be free to have a consultant present at 
any or all meetings of the two committees. 
6.	 Any consultant who is used by either committee shall be responsible to both 
committees for the authenticity and sources of information presented. 
7.	 If during the course of discussions, an impasse is recognized by either party, then 
the Provisions of Article 14 of the Public Employees' Fair Employment Act, 
Section 209, "Resolution of disputes in the course of collective negotiations" shall 
apply. 
8.	 The next meeting date shall be confirmed prior to the close of each meeting. 
9.	 The Board of Education and the Association agree that additions or deletions to 
the above ground rules can be made with the mutual consent of both parties. 
10. The Board ofEducation agrees to furnish to the negotiating committee in 
accordance with their reasonable requests all relevant public information 
concerning financial resources of the District and other public information which 
the parties may r~quest. 
11. All meetings will be limited to duly selected representatives of each committee. 
12. Minutes shall be taken and all tentative agreements reached by the parties will be 
put in writing and signed by both parties and each party shall receive a copy. 
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ARTICLE IV
 
GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
 
A. Definitions 
1.	 A "Grievance" is a claim based upon an event(s) or condition(s) which affects the 
terms and conditions of employment of employee or group of employees and/or 
the interpretation, meaning or application of any of the provisions of the 
Agreement. 
2.	 An "Aggrieved Party" is the person or persons making the claim. 
3.	 A "Party in Interest" is the aggrieved party or any person(s) to whom a grievance 
is presented or any person(s) against whom action may be taken in order to 
resolve the claim. 
4.	 An employee is any individual within the collective bargaining unit covered by 
this agreement. 
B. Purpose 
1.	 The purpose of the procedure is to secure, at the lowest possible level, equitable 
solutions to the problems which may from time to time arise affecting the terms 
and conditions of employment of employees. Both parties agree that these 
proceedings will be kept as informal and confidential as may be appropriate at 
any level of the procedure. 
2.	 It the event a grievance is filed at such time that it cannot be processed through all 
the steps in this grievance procedure by the end of the School Year and, if left 
unresolved until the beginning of the following School Year, could result in harm 
to a party in interest, the time limits set forth herein shall be reduced so that the 
grievance procedure may be completed prior to the end of the School Year or as 
soon thereafter as is practicable. 
3.	 Level One (Informal) 
An employee with a grievance shall first bring the grievance to the attention of the 
Immediate Supervisor through discussion or in written form, either directly or 
through the Association's designated representative, with the objective of 
resolving the matter at the lowest possible level. 
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4. Level Two (Principal) 
Any unresolved grievances shall be brought to the attention of the principal of the 
building concerned in written form within fifteen school days of the event 
involved or the aggrieved's first knowledge hereof. If the aggrieved person is not 
satisfied with the disposition of the grievance at Level One (Informal) or ifno 
decision has been rendered within five (5) school days after presentation of the 
grievance, he/she may, within five school days file the grievance on the specified 
form and (re) submit it to the building principal for the purpose of resolving the 
gnevance. 
5. Level Three (Assistant Superintendent for Business) 
If the aggrieved person is not satisfied with the disposition ofhislher grievance at 
Level Two, of if no decision has been rendered within five (5) school days after 
presentation of the grievance, he/she may file the grievance in writing with the 
Association President or hislher designee within five (5) school days after a 
decision at Level Two or ten (10) school days after the grievance was presented, 
whichever is sooner. Within five (5) school days after receiving the written 
grievance, the Association President or hislher Designee shall refer it to the 
Assistant Superintendent For Business for the Purpose of resolving the grievance. 
6. Level Four (Superintendent) 
If the aggrieved person is not satisfied with the disposition ofhislher grievance at 
Level Three, or ifno decision has been rendered within five (5) school days after 
presentation of the grievance, he/she may file the grievance in writing to the 
Association President or hislher Designee within five (5) school days after a 
decision at Level Three or ten (10) school days after the grievance was presented, 
whichever is sooner. Within five (5) school days after receiving the written 
grievance, the Association President or hislher Designee shall refer it to the 
Superintendent of Schools for the purpose of resolving the grievance. 
7. Level Five (President of the Board ofEducation) 
If the aggrieved person is not satisfied with the disposition ofhislher grievance at 
Level Four, or if no decision has been rendered within ten (10) school days after 
the grievance was delivered to the Superintendent, he/she may, within five (5) 
school days after a decision by the Superintendent or ten (10) school days after 
the grievance was delivered to the superintendent, whichever is sooner, request in 
writing that the Association President or hislher Designee submit his grievance to 
the President of the Board of Education. If the Association President or hislher 
Designee deems the Grievance to be meritorious, it shall refer the grievance to the 
President of the Board ofEducation. Within ten (10) school days of the receipt of 
a grievance by the President of the Board or the next regularly scheduled Board 
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Meeting, whichever is later, the Board shall meet with the aggrieved person, or 
his/her designee, for the purpose ofresolving the grievance. 
8. Level Six (Arbitration) 
(a) If the aggrieved person is not satisfied with the disposition of his/her grievance 
at Level Five, or ifno decision has been rendered within ten (10) days since 
he/she first met with the Board, the aggrieved person may request the President of 
the Association or his/her Designee to submit his grievance to arbitration. 
(b) Within ten (10) school days after such written notice of submission to 
arbitration, the Board and the Association President or his/her Designee shall 
attempt to agree upon a mutually acceptable arbitrator and shall obtain a 
commitment from said arbitrator to serve. If the parties are unable to agree upon 
an arbitrator or to obtain such a commitment within the specified period, a request 
for a list of arbitrators will be made to the American Arbitration Association for 
the selection of an arbitrator. 
(c) The arbitrator so selected shall confer with the representative of the Board and 
the Association President or his/her Designee and hold hearings promptly and 
shall issue his/her decision not later than twenty (20) days from the date of the 
hearings or, iforal hearings have been waived, then from the date of the final 
statements and proofs on the issues are submitted to him/her. The Arbitrator's 
decision shall be in writing and shall set forth his findings of fact, reasoning and 
conclusions on the issues submitted. The arbitrator shall be without power or 
authority to make any decision which requires the commission of an act 
prohibited by law or which is violative of the terms of this Agreement. The 
decision of the arbitrator shall be submitted to the Board and the Association and 
shall be advisory only. 
(d) The costs for the services of the arbitrator, including per diem expenses if any, 
actual and necessary travel, subsistence expenses and the cost of the hearing room 
shall be borne equally by the Board and the Association. Any other expenses 
incurred shall be paid by the party incurring same. 
c.	 Rights of Employees to Representation 
1.	 Any aggrieved party may be represented at all stages of the grievance by 
his/herself, or, at his/her option, by a representative selected or approved by the 
Association. When an employee is not represented by the Association, the 
Association shall have the right to be present and to state its views at all stages 
of the grievance procedure. 
2.	 No reprisals of any kind shall be taken by the Board or by any member ofthe 
Administration against any party in interest, any building representative, any 
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member of the Grievance Committee or any participant in the grievance 
procedure by reason of such participation, nor shall the aforementioned take 
any reprisal of any kind against the Board or any member of the Administration 
by reason of such participation in the Grievance procedure. 
D.	 Miscellaneous 
1.	 If, in the judgment of the Grievance Committee, a grievance affects a group or 
class of employees in more than one building, the Grievance Committee may 
submit such grievance in writing to the Assistant Superintendent for Business 
directly and the processing of such grievance shall be commenced at Level 
Three. The Grievance Committee may process grievances through all levels 
of the grievance procedure even though the aggrieved person(s) does not wish 
to do so. 
2.	 Decisions rendered at Level Two which are unsatisfactory to the aggrieved 
person and all decisions rendered at Levels Three, Four and Five of the 
grievance procedure shall be in writing setting forth the decision and the 
reasons therefore and shall be transmitted promptly to all parties in interest and 
to the President of the Association or hislher Designee. Decisions rendered at 
Level Six shall be in accordance with the procedures set forth in Section B, 
Paragraph 8 (c) of the ARTICLE. 
3. All documents, communications and records dealing with the processing of a 
written grievance shall be maintained in a separate grievance file in the 
Superintendent's Office and shall not be kept in the personnel file of any of the 
participants. Copies of all written grievances shall be sent to both the 
Superintendent and the President of the Nanuet School Related Professionals 
Chapter. 
4. Forms for filing grievances, serving notices, making appeals, making reports 
and recommendations, and other necessary documents shall be prepared jointly 
by the Superintendent or hislher designee and the Association and given 
appropriate distribution so as to facilitate operation of the grievance 
procedures. 
5.	 All meetings and hearings under this procedure shall not be conducted in public 
and shall include only such parties in interest and their designated or selected 
representative, heretofore referred to in this ARTICLE. 
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ARTICLE V 
EMPLOYEE ADMINISTRATION LIAISON 
A.	 The Association and the Superintendent or hislher designee shall have the right to 
call a monthly meeting at 4:00 P.M. or at anytime there upon mutual agreement of 
both parties to discuss matters ofmutual concern. 
ARTICLE VI 
EMPLOYEES WORK DAYIWORK WEEK 
The employees work classification shall consist ofa twelve (12) month classification or a 
ten (10) month classification. 
A. Twelve (12) Month Employees 
1. The work week shall consist of a five (5) day week - Monday through Friday. 
2. The office hours shall be established by the district for each position and shall not 
exceed 7 1'2 hours, excluding lunch and in no case shall begin earlier than 6:30 A.M. 
nor extend beyond 6:00 P.M. 
3. The work hours during the school year when school is in session shall be seven and 
one-half(7 Y2) hours per day excluding lunch. Non-school days shall be six (6) 
hours per day excluding lunch. 
The work hours the week before Labor Day when school is not in session shall be 
seven and one-half (7 Y2) hours per day excluding lunch. Teacher orientation days 
and Superintendent's Conference Days are non-school days. 
Employees shall receive a minimum ofone hour uninterrupted lunch break when 
there is no district food service, such as full-day superintendent's conference days. 
However, employees will receive a minimum one-half (1/2) hour lunch break 
during the week before Labor Day. 
For the purposes of this article, "non-school days" shall be defined as teacher 
orientation days, superintendent's conference days, and days when school is closed 
for holidays, holiday recess periods and summer vacation 
4. Employees will be given a minimum ofone-half (1/2) hour uninterrupted lunch 
break. 
5. On Superintendent's Conference Days, Clerical staff may have orientation and 
conference programs providing: 
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a. The day is arranged by Clerical representatives; 
b. The Program has approval of the building principal or other administrative staff. 
c. All offices have phone coverage. 
B. Ten (10) Month Employees 
1. The work week shall consist ofthose days that school is officially in session 
(excluding Superintendent's Conference Day and Teacher Orientation Day). Those 
employees who may be asked to work Superintendent's Conference Days and/or 
Teacher Orientation Days will be notified at least one week in advance. 
2. The office hours shall be established by the district for each position and shall not 
exceed 7-1/2 hours, excluding lunch and in no case shall begin earlier than 6:30 
A.M. nor extend beyond 6:00 P.M. 
3. Employees will be given a minimum ofone-half (1/2) hour uninterrupted lunch 
break. The week before Labor Day, employees will be given a minimum of one-half 
hour uninterrupted lunch break. 
4. On Superintendent's Conference Days, teacher aides and monitors shall have the 
option, without pay, of attending Conference programs. 
c.	 Employees shall be informed of a telephone number to report their unavailability to 
work and they shall report such unavailability as soon as practicable, and ordinarily 
before 6:45 A.M. ofthe day they will be absent. 
D.	 All hours worked, that are authorized by the immediate supervisor, before or after 
the regular workday shall be compensated on an hourly basis based upon the 
individual's regular rate ofpay. Authorized hours worked in excess of40 hours per 
week shall be compensated at one and one halftimes the regular rate ofpay. 
ARTICLE VII
 
EMPLOYEE CLASSIFICATION
 
A.	 All job classifications for employees shall be in accordance with Civil Service Law, 
Rules and Regulations. 
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ARTICLE VIII
 
VACANCIES, TRANFERS AND PROMOTIONS
 
A.	 In the event of a vacancy, or newly created position, members of the unit shall be 
given consideration. Consideration shall be given to filling positions on a 
promotional basis. The District may, at its discretion, call for a promotional 
examination by the Rockland County Personnel Office in instances where it is legal 
to conduct such an examination. 
B.	 Vacancies shall be filled in accordance with Civil Service Law, Rules and 
Regulations. 
C.	 All vacancies in positions, whether temporary, replacement or newly created 
positions shall be publicized within a reasonable period oftime. This shall mean 
that a notice setting forth a description of the qualifications for the position will be 
posted conspicuously on a bulletin board in each building where employees covered 
by this contract are employed. Temporary in this instance shall mean any vacancies 
that shall exist for at least a six (6) month period. 
D.	 Such notices shall be sent at least 10 working days in advance before the final date 
when application must be submitted. 
E.	 Employees who desire to apply for such vacancies shall submit their applications in 
writing to the Superintendent of Schools or his/her designee within the time limit 
specified in the notice. 
F.	 Application shall be in writing merely requiring the name and the school the 
applicant is working in and the position being applied for. He/She need not repeat 
any information that is in his/her personnel file. All applications from bargaining 
unit employees received with 10 working days of the time the notice was posted in 
all building shall be considered by the Board. All employees shall have the right to 
equitable treatment. 
G.	 The decision regarding the filling of the position will be communicated to the 
applicant. 
H.	 An employee who is promoted to another position outside his/her classification and 
who does not achieve permanent status on the job to which he/she is promoted, 
shall return to his/her previous classification without loss of seniority or other 
benefits to which he/she may be entitled. When an employee ofthis District 
receives a promotion to this unit or within this unit, the employee shall receive full 
credit for years of service for the purpose ofstep placement on the salary schedule. 
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If an employee reverts to a lower classification he/she will be placed on that step of 
the former classification that he/she would have been eligible for if he/she remained 
in the former classification. 
I.	 When a 10 month part-time employee is appointed in the same job title to a 12 
month position, credit for prior service to determine placement on the 12 month 
schedule shall be as follows for each full year of service. 
1.	 Employed for 27 hours or more per week - year for year credit (example ­
employed 27 hours per week for 6 years, now on Step 7. Place on Step 7 full­
time). 
J.	 Where a 10 month employee is appointed to a 12 month position with a higher 
classification, placement shall be determined as follows. 
1. Placement as if the new position were in the same title per Article VIII, Section I. 
K.	 If any employee substitutes in hislher job classification and/or works additional 
hours authorized by the immediate supervisor in hislher job classification, he/she 
shall be paid at her applicable rate of pay. 
If an employee is assigned as a substitute in a higher classification for more than 
five (5) consecutive work days the employee shall be paid an additional five (5) 
percent of hislher regular applicable rate of pay during the period worked as such 
substitute. This provision will not apply to replacements for other employees during 
vacation periods. 
L.	 Employees shall be notified two weeks in advance of any changes in hours, length 
of employment and/or pending staff reductions. 
M.	 Management shall have the right to evaluate each employee. If an employee 
receives an unsatisfactory evaluation, management shall have the right to hold the 
employee on step. 
N.	 When an employee of this District receives a promotion to this unit or within this 
unit, the employee shall receive full credit for years of service for the purpose of 
step placement on the salary schedule. 
O.	 The probationer's supervisor shall carefully observe hislher conduct and 
performance and, at least two weeks prior to the end of the probationary term shall 
report thereon in writing to the Board of Education. The supervisor shall also, from 
time to time during the probationary term, advise the probationer of hislher status 
and progress. A probationer whose services are to be terminated for unsatisfactory 
service shall receive written notice at least one week prior to such termination and, 
upon request, shall be granted an interview with the Board ofEducation or its 
representative. 
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P.	 Personnel Files - Upon written request each employee shall have the right to review 
at any time mutually convenient, the contents ofthe employees' file; excepting, 
however, any confidential references given at the time of employment. 
Nothing shall be placed in a unit member's personnel file until the employee has 
signed the document indicating that the employee has read the contents. The 
signature does not constitute agreement. The employee shall have the right to 
attach a response to any document in the file within 20 days from the date the 
document is placed in the file. 
ARTICLE IX
 
ALLOWABLE LEAVES OF ABSENCE
 
I.	 Twelve (12) Month Employees - (Effective July 1, 1977) 
A. Absence of the employee due to illness is allowable according to the following 
schedule: 
16 days per year in school year 2005-06 
17 days per year in school year 2006-07 
18 days per year in school year 2007-08 
19 days per year in school year 2008-09 
20 days per year if employed prior to July 1, 1977 
Annual sick leave is credited as of July 1 each contract year. 
B. The aggregate of days allowable for absence may never accumulate to exceed one 
hundred and sixty-five (165) days. If an absence, beyond the above total days 
accumulated is necessary, a pay deduction ofan amount equal to one day's pay 
per day will be made for each extra day. After the maximum accumulated sick 
leave has been reached, sick days shall be deducted from the days newly accrued 
as of July 1st. 
c.	 For absences beyond five (4) consecutive days, a physician's note may be
 
required.
 
D. The Board may allow sick leave beyond the above limit. Each case will be 
judged on an individual basis by the Board and the Superintendent of Schools. 
E.	 Allowable leaves of absence shall be granted in case of illness ofmembers of 
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the immediate family, and requiring the employee's presence. Immediate family 
is defined as: parent, child, brother, sister, husband, wife, grandparents, 
grandchild, parent of husband or wife, or any relative residing in the personal 
household of the employee. Such leaves are limited to a maximum of five days 
annually" but the Board may allow sick leave beyond said limit. Each case 
will be judged on an individual basis by the Board and the Superintendent 
of School. 
F.	 Allowable leaves of absence shall be granted in case of each death in the 
immediate family, up to five days annually. Such leaves shall not be cumulative 
or deducted from sick leave. 
G.	 Allowable leaves of absence shall be granted in the case of personal affairs that 
can be attended to only during hours ofemployment up to three (3) days annually. 
Notification of such leaves of absence shall be presented to the building principal 
or immediate supervisor in writing prior to the leave request or in the case of 
emergency as soon thereafter as possible. These days must not be construed as 
extra days of vacation to which one is entitled. A request for personal days prior 
to or after a school holiday must be approved by the Superintendent of Schools or 
his/her designee. Personal leave shall not be cumulative. In notifying the 
principal or immediate supervisor of the intent to take personal leave, no reason 
for use of personal leave need be provided by the employee. 
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II. Ten (10) Month Employees (20 or more hours per week) 
A.	 Absence due to illness is accumulated annually according to the following 
schedule: 
Effective SY 2005-06 Effective SY 2006-07 
1st year 6 days 7 days 
2nd year 6 days	 7 days 
3rd year 6 days	 7 days 
4th year 8 days 8 days
 
5th
 year 9 days 9 days
 
6th
 year 11 days	 12 days 
Cumulative to 50 days (SY 2005-06)
 
Cumulative to 54 days (SY 2007-08)
 
Cumulative to 60 days (SY 2008-09) & thereafter
 
For absences beyond fOUf (4) consecutive days, a physician's note may be 
required. 
Annual sick leave is credited at the beginning of the contract year. After 
the maximum accumulated sick leave is reached, sick days shall be 
deducted from the days newly accrued as of July 1st. 
B.	 Allowable leave of absence shall be granted in case of each death in the 
immediate family up to five (5) days annually; such leaves shall not be 
cumulative or deducted from sick leave. 
C.	 Two days for cause (personal, sick, etc.) shall be granted to lO-month 
employees who work less than 20 hours per week. Unused days for cause 
will accumulate annually to a total of 30 days. In notifying the principal 
or immediate supervisor of intent to take personal leave, no reason for use 
ofpersonal leave need be provided by the employee. 
D.	 Two personal leave days shall be granted to 10-month employees, in 
accordance with the terms of IX I G. In notifying the principal or 
immediate supervisor of intent to take personal leave, no reason for use of 
personal leave need be provided by the employee. 
III. Bank of Days 
A.	 The bank of one-hundred (100) days (for SY 2005-06 & 2006-07) and 
one-hundred ten (110) days (in SY 2007-08 & thereafter) per year 
provides for maintaining an employee or a number of employees on 
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regular salary to a limit of 75 days salaried compensation in the event that 
accumulated sick leave is exhausted due to a major disabling injury or 
illness that is considered "long term". The control ofthis bank is to be 
exercised by the Superintendent of Schools and the President of the 
Association. 
B.	 Any potential applicant may apply for this bank ofdays 
after he/she has exhausted her accumulated sick leave. When he/she is 
deemed to qualify, such applicant will be compensated at the regular rate 
ofpay, retroactively to the first day of the long-term illness, when 
accumulated sick leave expired. In any event this is not to exceed 75 days. 
c.	 After one year of emplOYment, any employee who works 30 hours or more 
per week shall be covered by the provision of this bank of days. 
D.	 In the event that more than one applicant applies and that the days must be 
apportioned among two or more applicants, the Superintendent and the 
President of the Association will determine the allocation for each 
recipient. The compensation from the "Bank of Days" shall be paid to the 
qualified applicant retroactively within ten (10) days of the use of days 
from the "Bank of Days." 
IV.	 The Association agrees to apply its best effort in promoting amongst its members, 
collectively and individually, the fair and reasonable use of the benefits provided 
for under this leave of absence provision. 
V.	 Any member of this unit taking a Civil Service examination scheduled during a 
normal workday shall be excused for the required time without compensation. 
VI.	 Commencing with the 2003-2004 school year, the District shall make a non­
elective employer contribution to a Tax Deferred Annuity account (Employee Plan) 
of five hundred dollars ($500.00) for each unit member who works 20 hours or 
more per week and in the previous school year, did not use any sick days 
(including family sick days) and shall pay two hundred fifth dollars ($250.00) for 
each unit member who works 20 hours or more per week who in the previous 
school year, used from one (1) to three (3) sick days (including family sick days). 
The District shall make such paYment on or before November 15 of the succeeding 
school year in which the unit member qualified for the paYment. For the purposes 
of this paragraph, personal days are not counted as sick days. 
VII.	 The District will grant up to four (4) days leave (aggregate), not chargeable to any 
other type ofleave, for the Union President of the Nanuet SRP Chapter or her/his 
designee to tend to Union business or to attend functions of the Union or its 
affiliates. 
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ARTICLE X
 
LEAYES OF ABSENCE
 
A.	 Leave to care for a child, for which written application is required, shall not exceed 
a one year period and shall be in accordance with present rules, regulations, or 
laws. Such leaves shall be without compensation. 
B.	 A leave of absence without payor increment of up to one (1) year will be granted 
for personal reasons at the discretion of the Board ofEducation. 
C.	 All benefits to which an employee was entitled at the time ofhislher leave of 
absence commenced, including unused accumulated sick leave, will be restored to 
him/her upon hislher return, and will be placed on at least the same level of the 
salary schedule he/she was on when the leave commenced. 
D.	 All requests for leaves or extensions or renewals of leaves will be applied for in 
writing to the Superintendent of Schools. Approval or disapproval will also be 
acknowledged in writing. 
E.	 Employees intending to return to service from a leave ofabsence shall so inform 
the Superintendent in writing two months prior to the scheduled return. 
F.	 Employees shall have all rights provided by the Federal Family Medical Leave Act 
of 1993. 
ARTICLE XI
 
REDUCTION IN FORCE AND JOB SECURITY
 
A. Competitive Class Position 
Reduction in force, if necessary, will be in accordance with the Civil Service Laws, 
Rules and Regulations. 
B. Non-Competitive Position (e.g. Teacher Aides and Ihonitors) 
Reduction in force will be at the discretion of the Board of Education. Seniority 
(years in the District) will be given consideration. 
Employees who are a part of a necessary Reduction in Force may, at their own
 
expense, continue insurance coverage as provided by law.
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ARTICLE XII 
ANNUITIES 
A.	 The Tax Shel~ered Annuity Program is available to all personnel in the Nanuet 
Public Schools. 
It is the responsibility of each individual to seek out additional infonnation if 
interested in the annuity program. This infonnation is available in the Nanuet 
Public Schools Business Office. 
ARTICLE XIII
 
INSURANCE BENEFITS
 
A.	 Twelve (12) Month Employees 
1.	 The employers agree to provide a health plan and dental plan for employee 
and dependents enrolled under the Statewide Plan. (See XVI A-I) 
a) The District may transfer all or any part ofthe dental insurance coverage 
from the present plan to another dental insurance plan provided that 
equivalent coverage is offered to an insured employee and such 
employee's covered dependents. The members of this bargaining unit 
agree to abide by the results ofthe deliberation of the Nanuet Teacher's 
Association and the Nanuet Union Free School District with respect to 
changes made in the carrier or fonn ofcarrier of the health insurance plan. 
b) Employees who retire from the District may continue dental insurance 
coverage in retirement, the full cost borne by the retiree. 
2.	 The Board agrees to provide $50,000.00 Tenn Life Insurance Policy for each 
employee. An individual employee may have the option of purchasing at cost 
to the employee, up to an additional $50,000.00 tenn life insurance coverage 
in increments of $10,000.00 to a maximum of $1 00,000.00. 
B.	 Ten (10) Month Employees 
1.	 The Board agrees to provide a Health Plan and Dental Plan for employees and 
and dependents. (See XVI A-I) 
a) Health - The Board shall only be responsible for eighty percent (80%) of 
the annual cost of the annual premium for ten-month employees who work 
a minimum of twenty (20) hours per week. 
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The plan is available to all employees who are employed at least 20 hours 
per week and are paid six thousand ($6,000.00) on an annual salary basis. 
b) Dental - The plan is available to all employees and dependents who are 
employed at least 30 hours per week. The Board shall pay one hundred 
percent (100%) of the cost. 
2. Life Insurance 
The Board agrees to provide a $50,000.00 Term Life Insurance Policy for 
each employee provided that they are employed twenty (20) hours or more per 
week. An individual employee may have the option of purchasing at the 
cost to the employee, up to an additional $50,000.00 term life insurance 
coverage in increments of $10,000.00 to a maximum of$100,000.00 in term 
life insurance coverage. 
c.	 All employees shall be notified by the President of the Association or a designee 
of all terms and conditions of employment and notified of available benefits 
including the New York State Retirement System membership eligibility, Social 
Security contributions, Health Insurance, Dental Insurance, Life Insurance 
eligibility and all other benefits to which they are entitled. 
D.	 1. Any person currently enrolled in the District's health insurance plan and who 
voluntarily withdraws from health insurance coverage shall be paid the dollar 
amount equal to fifty percent ofthat person's net premium savings to the district 
for that school year. 
2. Any person who withdraws may re-enroll upon change ofpersonal life status. 
3. The Board ofEducation reserves the right to not renew this policy on an annual 
basis. 
E.	 The Board agrees to provide an Optical and an Excess Major Medical Insurance 
Plan. This insurance shall go into effect as soon after ratification of this 
Agreement by the parties as is practical. Employees who retire from the District 
may continue optical and excess major medical insurance coverage in retirement. 
The full cost of excess major medical insurance borne by the retiree, the full cost 
of optical borne by the District. 
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ARTICLE XIV 
RETIREMENT 
Upon retirement, employees in this bargaining unit shall receive health insurance in 
retirement at no cost to the employee, if the employee has a minimum often (10) years of 
service in the Nanuet UFSD and is eligible to retire. This shall not include the cost of 
Excess Major Medical or dental insurance; cost of these insurance programs shall be 
borne in full by the employee. 
The Board shall provide Retirement plans in accordance with law for its employees. For 
those employees who were members of the Retirement System prior to July 1, 1973, the 
Board shall provide a Retirement Plan based on 1/60th of final average salary, as provided 
in Chapter 157 (Retirement & Social Security Law). Tier 1 and Tier 2 members are 
covered by 75i, which in particular instances allows of 1I50th of the final average salary. 
All employees may be eligible to join a Retirement Plan. It is mandatory for certain 
classifications. This information is available in the Business Office. 
The District shall provide Option 41j benefits to members of the NYSERS Option 41j. 
ARTICLE XV 
HOLIDAYS AND VACATIONS 
A. Holidays with Pay 
l. Twelve (12) Month Employees 
Day before New Year's Day Rosh Hashanah (2 Days)* 
New Year's Day Yom Kippur* 
Martin Luther King Jr.'s Birthday Columbus Day 
Presidents' Day (2) Veterans'Day 
Good Friday Thanksgiving Day 
Memorial Day Day After Thanksgiving 
July 4th Day before Christmas 
Labor Day Christmas Day 
If the day before Christmas or the day before New Year's falls on Saturday or 
Sunday, the employee shall have as a holiday either the Friday before or the 
Monday after the weekend on which the vacation day falls. 
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2. Ten (10) Month Employees - Employed twenty (20) hours or more per week 
Rosh Hashanah (2 Days)* 
Yom Kippur* 
Columbus Day 
Veteran's Day 
Thanksgiving Day 
Day after Thanksgiving 
New Year's Day 
Martin Luther King Jr.'s Birthday 
Presidents' Day (1) 
Memorial Day 
*These days shall be granted when school is not in session. The District agrees to 
pay 10 month employees for the Rosh Hashanah Holidays (2) whenever they fall 
on a weekday when school is not is session. This includes the period before 
school officially starts. 
If a ten-month employee is directed by his/her supervisor to start work for the 
school year prior to Labor Day, the employee shall be compensated for Labor 
Day as a paid holiday. 
3. All Eligible Employees 
If a holiday falls on either Saturday or Sunday during the school year and school 
is not closed the preceding Friday or the following Monday, another day will not 
be granted in lieu of the day. Office Staffwill work on the days when pupils are 
on a holiday, at the discretion of the Superintendent of Schools. 
B. Vacations - Twelve (12) Month Employees 
1. 5 Days - after six (6) months' service. 
2. 10 Days - after ten (10) months' service. 
3. 15 Days - after five (5) years of service. 
4. 20 Days - after ten (10) years of service. 
5. 21 Days - after thirteen (13) years of service. 
6. 24 Days - after fifteen (15) years of service.
 
Vacations will be granted based on years of service completed prior to June 30th•
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Vacations will be arranged at the discretion of the Superintendent of Schools. 
If a vacation period includes a holiday nonnally celebrated on a day other than 
Saturday or Sunday, the employee may extend his vacation one (1) day. 
All vacations must be taken when school is not in session except that they may be 
taken at another time of the year at the discretion of the employee's immediate 
supervisor. Vacation requests during the school year (September through June) 
shall be subject to the approval of the immediate supervisor based on the needs of 
the employee's worksite. Vacation time is not cumulative. 
All employees shall have the right to plan vacations at least one month in advance 
(approved vacation schedule to be supplied to employees not later than June 151). 
Seniority shall be given consideration. 
Years of service as a ten month employee shall be credited when calculating 
earned vacation for an employee who has been promoted to a twelve month 
position. 
ARTICLE XVI
 
SALARY SCHEDULE
 
A. Salary Schedules 
Salary Schedules shall be modified as follows: 
Salary Schedule (appendices A,B,C & D) shall be increased on each step of every 
schedule as follows: 
2005-06 3.25% 
2006-07 .3.25% 
2007-08 3.00% 
2008-09 .3.00% 
Increase the salary schedule for Monitors to seven (7) steps in SY 2006-07 and 
eight (8) steps in SY 2007-08 and thereafter. The step increments shall be 
calculated at a percentage comparable to the other step increments in the 
schedule. 
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The positions ofLibrarian II, Occupational Therapist and Certified Athletic Trainer shall 
be paid an annual stipend of$I,OOO if the employee possesses a Masters Degree in 
hislher field. 
SECTION 125 PLAN 
(1)	 In each year of this agreement, pursuant to the district's Section 125 Premium 
Conversion Plan for twelve month employees and the Athletic Trainer, 
Librarian II, Nurses and the Occupational Therapist, the district will deduct 
through payroll deduction an amount in pre-tax dollars equal to 2% of each 
employee's gross salary as an employee contribution towards the cost of health 
insurance. Should said 2% exceed 10% of the cost ofthe health plan for a twelve 
month employee, the employee shall pay the 10%. In addition, for a ten-month 
employee the district will deduct 100% of that employee's health insurance 
contribution as part of the Section 125 Premium Conversion Plan, thereby 
converting the contribution amount to pre-tax dollars. 
The salary reduction shall be the employees' portion of the health insurance 
premium. 
(2)	 The district shall maintain a flexible spending plan for unreimbursed medical 
expenses and dependent day care pursuant to the IRS regulations under IRC 125. 
Such plan shall be administered by a third party mutually selected, and its 
operating procedures shall be jointly detennined by the parties. 
(3)	 Upon submission, in advance of an irrevocable written notice of intent to retire 
within three (3) years, an employee will receive an amount equal to the reduction 
in salary as per Article XVI A (1) above. The Board will pennit an employee to 
revoke the irrevocable notice in the event that the employee's life circumstances 
have changed. In that event, the reduction would go back into effect. 
B.	 Longevity 
Full time, twelve (12) month employees, including nurses, shall receive longevity 
increments in their tenth (10), fifteenth (15), twentieth (20), twenty-fifth (25), 
and thirtieth (30) years ofdistrict employment in accordance with "Appendix B". 
The longevity increments shall be based upon the actual years of service in the 
Nanuet School District. 
Years of service as a ten (10) month employee shall be credited for members of 
the unit who become twelve (12) month employees. Credit for longevity shall be 
detennined as follows: 
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1. Employed for twenty (20) or more hours per week - year for year credit. 
(Example - employed twenty (20) hours or more per week for eight (8) years, 
eight (8) years credit for longevity. 
2. Employed for less than twenty (20) hours per week - one half year credit for 
each year of service. (Example - employed eighteen and one-half (18 Y2) hours 
per week for sixteen years (16), eight years credit for longevity). 
Effective July 1, 1978, ten (10) month employees shall receive longevity 
increments in their tenth (10), fifteenth (15) and twentieth (20) years of district 
employment in accordance with "Appendix B". The longevity increments shall 
be based upon actual years of service in the Nanuet School District. 
C.	 Prior Experience 
Credit for placement on step may be granted for appropriate previous experience. 
D.	 Annual Increment 
Granted if employed six months or more before July 1st. 
E.	 Snow Days 
Twelve month employees and ten month employees who work 20 hours or 
more per week - when school is closed due to snow, employees will receive 
their regular rate of pay. Ten month employees who work less than 20 hours per 
week shall receive one snow day per year at their regular rate of pay if school is 
closed for snow. 
F.	 Emergency Closing (such as heating failure) 
When school has started and employees have reported to work (and then sent 
home), all of these employees will be compensated for the day at their regular 
rate of pay. 
G.	 Annualized Wages 
Ten month hourly employees may elect to have their wages annualized by 
signing the appropriate request fonn provided by the district. 
H.	 If a payday falls on a day when school is not in session, the District will distribute 
paychecks to those employees who work only on instructional days on the last 
day these employees are scheduled to work. 
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ARTICLE XVII
 
DUES DEDUCTION
 
A.	 Upon written authorization from any employee, the District agrees to deduct from 
the salary of that employee dues or any agency fee for the Nanuet School Related 
Professionals Chapter. Such monies shall be transmitted to the Nanuet School 
Related Professionals Chapter within ten (10) days ofthe payroll deduction. 
B.	 The Nanuet School Related Professionals Chapter will certify to the Assistant 
Superintendent For Business, in writing, the current rate of its membership dues 
and agency fees. If the SRP changes the rate of its membership dues and agency 
fees it will give the School District thirty (30) days written notice prior to the 
effective date of such change. 
C.	 Deductions referred to in "Paragraph A" will be made in six (6) equal installments 
during the last 3 months ofthe calendar year. The district will not be required to 
honor any deduction for any authorizations that are delivered to it later than 
fifteen (15) days prior to the distribution of the payroll from which the deductions 
are to be made. 
D.	 No later than September 30th ofeach year, the School District will provide the 
SRP with a list of those employees who have voluntarily authorized the School 
District to deduct dues for any of the Association named in "Paragraph A" above. 
The School District will notify the SRP monthly of any changes in said list. Any 
employee desiring to have the School District discontinue deductions shelhe has 
previously authorized must notify the School District and the SRP in writing by 
September loth of each year. 
E.	 Upon written notification from any employee, the District agrees to deduct from 
the salary of that employee premium payments for NYSUT Member Benefits. A 
single bi-weekly check shall be issued by the District to NYSUT Member 
Benefits. 
F.	 The District will provide a printout to the NTAlSRP Chapter of all payroll 
deduction for dues, agency fees, and NYSUT Member Benefits with the bi­
weekly paychecks. 
ARTICLE XVIII
 
GENERAL
 
A.	 No employee shall incur any disadvantage by reason of hislher membership 
in the Association or participation in its lawful activities. 
B.	 Copies ofthis Agreement shall be reproduced at the expense ofthe Board and 
made available upon request to all employees now employed or thereafter 
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employed by the Board within two weeks after its execution or employment if 
that occurs later. 
C.	 The parties recognize that this Agreement has been entered into pursuant to the 
Public Employees' Fair Employment Act. If any provision of this Agreement or 
any application of the Agreement to any employee or group of employees shall be 
found contrary to law, then such provision or application shall not be deemed to 
be valid and subsisting, except to the extent permitted by law, but all other 
provisions or applications will continue in full force and effect. 
D.	 The parties agree that the entire understanding between them is set forth 
completely in the Agreement and supersedes all previous Agreements or 
conflicting policies and directives previously made by the Board. 
E.	 This Agreement shall constitute the full and complete commitment between both 
parties and may be altered, changed, added to, deleted from or modified only 
through the voluntary consent of the parties in a written and signed amendment 
to this Agreement. 
F.	 Any individual arrangement, agreement, or contract between the Board and any 
individual employee, heretofore, executed, shall be subject to and consistent with 
the terms and conditions of the Agreement and any individual arrangement, 
agreement or contract hereafter executed shall be expressly made subject to and 
consistent with the Agreement; this Agreement, during its duration, will be 
controlling. Mutual consent of the Board and the Association will allow this 
section to be waived in a particular instance. 
G.	 Both parties recognize that the Board has, whether exercised or not, the right, 
responsibility and prerogative to direct the operation of the public schools in the 
Nanuet Union Free School District, in all aspects authorized by statute. These 
rights, responsibilities, and prerogatives are not subject to delegation in whole or 
in part, and shall be exercised by the Board, through the Superintendent and the 
Administration, except as specifically stated to the contrary in this Agreement. 
H.	 The District shall reimburse new employees for the full cost of finger printing, 
required by The State ofNew York for employment in public schools, after one 
year of continuous service to The District. 
I.	 Safety and Health 
The District will provide a work environment that meets all standards established 
by the NYS Public Employment Safety and Health Division and the NYS 
Education Department. The District will provide adequate electricity, water, heat, 
cleanliness, security and protection from blood borne pathogens. 
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J. Due Process 
In disciplinary matters, competitive class civil service employees shall be entitled 
to all rights pursuant to Civil Service Law Section 75. In disciplinary matters, 
non-competitive civil service employees shall be entitled to all rights pursuant to 
Civil Service law Section 75 after the completion of a three year probationary 
period in the position to include, but not be limited to, School Nurses, Librarian 
II, Occupational Therapists, Certified Athletic Trainer, Teacher Aide, and 
Monitor. 
ARTICLE XIX
 
DURATION OF AGREEMENT
 
This Agreement and each of its provisions shall be effective as of July 1, 2005 
and shall remain in effect until June 30, 2009 both dates inclusive. 
DATED THIS ,;)(, ~ DAY OFJ,;.,<.uO--Y; 02 <JO 7 
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PART II 
TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT
 
FOR OCCUPATIONAL THERAPIST & SCHOOL NURSES
 
ARTICLE I
 
A.	 The Nanuet School District recognizes the School Related Professionals Chapter 
for purposes of collective negotiations, pursuant to the public Employees' Fair 
Employment Act as the exclusive negotiating agent for the negotiating unit 
defined as all full-time and part-time personnel in the position ofRegistered 
Nurse (School) and Occupational Therapist. 
ARTICLE II
 
DEFINITIONS
 
Same as Part I 
ARTICLE III
 
NEGOTIATION PROCEDURES
 
Same as Part I 
ARTICLE IV 
GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE 
Same as Part I 
ARTICLE V
 
EMPLOYEE ADMINISTRATION LIAISON
 
Same as Part I 
ARTICLE VI
 
EMPLOYEES WORK DAYIWORK WEEK
 
A.	 Registered Nurse's (School) work day begins 20 minutes prior to the start ofthe 
instructional day and ends 15 minutes after the student instructional day. The 
length ofthe workday for the Occupational Therapist(s) shall be seven hours and 
fifteen minutes. 
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B.	 The work year ofRegistered Nurses (School) shall be 188 days for the years of 
this contract. The work year shall begin no earlier than five (5) work days before 
the first day of school for teachers. The work year shall end no later than five (5) 
work days after the last day of school for teachers. The work year for the 
Occupational Therapist(s) shall be no longer than 186 days and shall begin no 
earlier than the day after Labor Day and end no later than June 30th of each school 
year. Exclusive of September's Meet the teacher Evening Program, the 
Occupational Therapist(s) may be directed to attend two additional evening 
meetings scheduled by the District. If the District directs the Occupational 
Therapist(s) to attend more than the three (3) evenings designated above, the 
Occupational Therapist(s) will submit a time sheet and be compensated at an 
hourly rate calculated by prorating the Occupational Therapist(s)' annual salary 
(l/1400th). 
C.	 All hours worked before or after the regular work day shall be compensated on an 
hourly basis based upon the individual's regular rate ofpay. 
ARTICLE VII
 
EMPLOYEE CLASSIFICATION
 
Same as Part I 
ARTICLE VIII
 
VACANCIES
 
A.	 Vacancies shall be filled in accordance with Civil Service Law, Rules and 
Regulations. 
B.	 Management shall have the right to evaluate each employee. If an employee 
receives an unsatisfactory evaluation, management shall have the right to hold 
the employee on step. 
ARTICLE IX
 
ALLOWABLE LEAVES OF ABSENCE
 
Section I 
A.	 Nurses and Occupational Therapists, starting with the 1986-87 school year,
 
would receive 20 days sick leave per year without reference to their dates of
 
employment.
 
B.	 B-1 - Same as Part I, Section I. 
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ARTICLE X
 
LEAVES OF ABSENCE
 
Same as Part I
 
ARTICLE XI
 
REDUCTION IN FORCE AND JOB SECURITY
 
Non competitive Position 
Reduction in force will be at the discretion of the Board ofEducation. Seniority 
(years in the District) will be given consideration. 
ARTICLE XII
 
ANNUITIES
 
Same as Part I
 
ARTICLE XIII
 
INSURANCE BENEFITS
 
Same as Part I - A
 
In addition to the liability/malpractice insurance that the District currently provides 
to School Nurses, Certified Athletic Trainer and Occupational Therapists, the 
District will reimburse each Nurse, AT-C and OT the cost of the premium for a 
privately purchased malpractice insurance policy to a maximum of $150 per year, 
upon the presentation to the Assistant Superintendent of Schools for Business proof 
ofpurchase. 
ARTICLE XIV
 
RETIREMENT
 
Same as Part I
 
ARTICLE XV
 
HOLIDAYS & VACATIONS
 
Vacations and holidays are as indicated in the school calendar as adopted by the 
Board ofEducation. Occupational Therapists and Registered Nurse (School) 
shall follow the teacher work schedule. 
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ARTICLE XVI 
SALARY SCHEDULE 
A through D Same as Part I 
ARTICLE XVII 
DUES DEDUCTION 
Same as Part I 
ARTICLE XVIII 
GENERAL 
Same as Part I 
ARTICLE XIX 
DURATION OF AGREEMENT 
Same as Part I 
ARTICLE XX 
A. SCHOOL NURSE CONTINUING EDUCATION AND PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT FUND 
The District will establish a "School Nurse Continuing Education and 
Professional Development Fund" for the school nurses in this bargaining unit. 
The District will contribute $500 per school nurse in the bargaining unit annually 
to this fund. The School Nurse Coordinator and the Deputy Superintendent of 
Schools will serve as trustees for this fund. The trustees shall establish guidelines 
for allocation of the funds for the continuing education and professional 
development of school nurses in the bargaining unit. The trustees shall administer 
the fund. The District has the expectation that the school nurses will share 
materials, knowledge and skills with the other school nurses gleaned from the 
courses and workshops they attend during professional development days. Once 
the guidelines for allocation of the funds are established through collaboration 
between the school nurses and the Deputy Superintendent of Schools, decisions of 
the trustees shall not be subject to the contractual grievance procedure. 
The District will reimburse each school nurse the full cost of renewal ofCPR 
certification. 
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B.	 OCCUPATIONAL THERAPIST CONTINUING EDUCATION
 
REIMBURSEMENT
 
The District will reimburse the Occupational Therapist(s) the full cost of 
continuing education required to maintain NY State Education Department 
certification to a maximum of $750 per year in SY 2005-06 and SY 2006-07; and 
$775 per year in SY 2007-08 and SY 2008-09. 
C.	 SCHOOL NURSE DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 
School Nurses will be assigned duties and responsibilities that are consistent with 
the NYS Nurse Practice Act. This shall apply, but not be limited to, duties and 
responsibilities when assigned to attend a student field trip. 
D.	 SCHOOL NURSE ATTENDANCE ON FIELD TRIPS 
The parties acknowledge that attendance on field trips by a school nurse may be 
necessitated by the medical condition of a student(s) pursuant to District policy. 
The parties acknowledge that providing medical services to District students is 
unit work for the Nanuet SRP bargaining unit. When school nurses are assigned 
to attend student field trips, the school nurse will not be assigned chaperone 
duties. The parties acknowledge that, since field trips may require work beyond 
the contractual workday and work year that the District may not obligate the 
school nurse to attend a field trip. However, that School Nurse Coordinator will 
staff field trips with a nurse from the bargaining unit when necessitated by the 
medical condition of a student(s). 
If the field trip ends beyond the end of the regular workday, the nurse will submit 
a time sheet and be paid an hourly rate calculated by prorating the annual salary 
of the nurse (1I1400th). If the field trip requires the overnight presence of the 
nurse, the nurse will be compensated at a rate of$250 per night for SY 2005-06 
and SY 2006-07; and $275 in SY 2007-08 and SY 2008-09; this overnight stipend 
is in addition to the nurse's regular salary. 
The District will accept full responsibility for all issues related to school nurse 
licensure and practice in states other than NY while the school nurse is attending 
the field trip and providing required medical services to students. This includes 
state ofdestination and transient travel. The District will assume all costs for 
extension of licensure, if required, to states other than NY if a school nurse is 
directed to attend a field trip to provide medical services. 
APPENDIX A: Salary Schedule. 
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PART III
 
TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT FOR THE TITLE
 
CERTIFIED ATHLETIC TRAINER (AT-C) 
ARTICLE I
 
RECOGNITION
 
A.	 The Nanuet School District recognizes The School Related Personnel Chapter for 
the purposes ofcollective negotiations, pursuant to the Public Employee's Fair 
Employment Act as the exclusive negotiating agent for all full and part-time 
Certified Athletic Trainers (AT-C). 
ARTICLE II
 
DEFINITIONS
 
Same as Part I 
ARTICLE III
 
NEGOTIATIONS PROCEDURES
 
Same as Part I 
ARTICLE IV
 
GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
 
Same as Part I 
ARTICLE V
 
EMPLOYEE ADMINISTRATIVE LIAISON
 
Same as Part I 
ARTICLE VI
 
EMPLOYEE WORKDAYIWORK WEEKIWORK YEAR
 
The Athletic Trainer(s) will work a total of 1600 (one thousand six hundred) 
hours per year from August 15 through June 30. The athletic trainer will be 
required to be present at all varsity and junior varsity games, practices and 
camps. This will require work during the summer prior to July 1 and after 
August 15, during recess period and vacations and on weekends. Workdays 
and work hours for the trainer(s) will be determined by the Athletic Director. 
If the officials of Section I of the NYS High School Athletic Association 
establish a schedule of fall sports that necessitates the athletic trainer's work 
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year starting prior to August 15, the District will notify the athletic trainer of 
the amended school year by April 1. If the Athletic Trainer(s) is required to 
work prior to August 15, the trainer(s) will be compensated for this 
extension of the work year at the hourly rate of 111600 of the trainer's 
annual salary. Hours worked by the trainer(s) will be kept on a time sheet to be 
developed by the District. The trainer(s), the Athletic Director and 
the Assistant Superintendent for Business will sign any time sheets 
submitted and copies ofthe time sheets will be kept on file. 
ARTICLE VII 
EMPLOYEE CLASSIFICATION 
Same as Part II (School Nurses)
 
ARTICLE VIII
 
VACANCIES
 
Same as Part II (School Nurses) 
ARTICLE IX
 
ALLOWABLE LEAVES OF ABSENCE
 
Same as Part I - Article IX Sections I and III
 
ARTICLE X
 
LEAVES OF ABSENCE 
Same as Part I 
ARTICLE XI 
REDUCTION IN FORCE AND JOB SECURITY 
Same as Part II (School Nurses) 
ARTICLE XII 
ANNUITIES 
Same as Part I 
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ARTICLE XIII 
INSURANCE BENEFITS 
Same as Part I - A 
The District will provide the same liability/malpractice insurance to the Athletic 
Trainer(s) as it does to the school nurses. The insurance will be at no cost to the 
trainer(s). In addition to the liability/malpractice insurance that the District 
currently provides to School Nurses and Occupational Therapists, the District will 
reimburse each AT-C the cost ofthe premium for a privately purchased 
malpractice insurance policy to a maximum of$150 per year, upon the 
presentation to the Assistant Superintendent ofSchools for Business proof of 
purchase. 
ARTICLE XIV 
RETIREMENT 
Same as Part I 
ARTICLE XV 
HOLIDAYS & VACATIONS 
The Athletic Trainer will not be required to work from July 1 through August 15. 
The beginning of the work year (August 15) may be modified if The Section I 
fall sports schedules so dictates. The Athletic Trainer will be notified, in writing 
by the district of such changes by April 1. Work hours, workdays, vacations and 
holidays will be determined by the Athletic Director. 
ARTICLE XVI 
SALARY SCHEDULE 
Same as Part I A - F 
Longevity - Same as School Nurses 
ARTICLE XVII 
DUES DEDUCTION 
Same as Part I 
ARTICLE XVIII 
GENERAL 
Same as Part I 
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ARTICLE XIX 
DURATION OF AGREEMENT 
Same as Part I 
Appendix: Salary Schedule 
Longevity (Same as School Nurses) 
The District will provide the Athletic Trainer with a letter from the 
Superintendent of the school that delineates the duties and services that the 
Athletic Trainer is expected to perform, upon whom the services are to be 
performed and where the services are to be performed. The letter will make 
it clear whether or not the Athletic Trainer is to perform first aid, CPR or 
other emergency medical procedures when a school nurse is not present on 
non-athletes, coaches, teachers, staff, parents, fans, alumni, students who are 
in the building or on the athletic field, but who are not participating in athletics. 
The Athletic Trainer will be fully indemnified under all appropriate education 
laws when acting in the discharge of his/her duties and within the scope of his/ 
her employment. 
ARTICLE XX
 
AT-C CONTINUING EDUCATION REIMBURSEMENT
 
The District will reimburse the Athletic Trainer (AT-C) the full cost of continuing 
education required to maintain NY State Education Department certification (80 
credits per 3 years.) to a maximum of seven-hundred, fifty dollars ($750) per year 
in SY 2005-06 and SY 2006-07; and seven-hundred, seventy-five ($775) per year 
in SY 2007-08 and SY 2008-09. This provision shall apply only to the titles of 
Athletic Trainer and Occupational Therapist, and will not set any precedent for 
any other title in the bargaining unit. 
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PART IV 
TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT FOR THE TITLE 
CIVIL SERVICE LIBRARIAN II 
ARTICLE I
 
RECOGNITION
 
A.	 The Nanuet School District recognizes The School Related Personnel Chapter for 
the purposes of collective negotiations, pursuant to the Public Employee's Fair 
Employment Act as the exclusive negotiating agent for the title Civil Service 
Librarian II. 
ARTICLE II
 
DEFINITIONS
 
Same as Part I
 
ARTICLE III
 
NEGOTIATIONS PROCEDURES
 
Same as Part I
 
ARTICLE IV
 
GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
 
Same as Part I
 
ARTICLE V
 
EMPLOYEE ADMINISTRATIVE LIAISON
 
Same as Part I
 
ARTICLE VI
 
EMPLOYEE WORKDAYIWORK WEEKIWORK YEAR
 
A.	 The workday for the Civil Service Librarian II shall be seven and one half (7.5) 
hours in length and shall begin at the same time as the teachers' workday. 
B.	 The work year for the Civil Service Librarian II shall be defined in a separate 
memorandum of agreement. 
C.	 The Librarian II shall be expected to attend all high school faculty meetings, 
superintendent's conference days and staffdevelopment days. 
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ARTICLE VII
 
EMPLOYEE CLASSIFICATION
 
Same as Part I
 
ARTICLE VIII
 
VACANCIES
 
A.	 Vacancies shall be filled in accordance with Civil Service Law, Rule and 
Regulations. The position of Civil Service Librarian II was accreted into the 
bargaining unit several years ago after the creation of the position by the Board of 
Education. Many of the existing tenns and conditions of employment were 
incorporated into this agreement. Because of the idiosyncrasies of the position, 
the workday, work year, workweek and Leaves of Absence provisions of this 
agreement shall be renegotiated by the parties upon the tennination of 
employment by the incumbent as of June 21, 2004. 
B.	 Management shall have the right to evaluate each employee. If an employee 
receives an unsatisfactory evaluation, management shall have the right to hold the 
employee on step. 
ARTICLE IX
 
ALLOWABLE LEAVES OF ABSENCE
 
A. The Librarian II shall receive twenty (20) sick days per year, cumulative to 165 
days. 
B.	 Same as Part I, Article IX, Sections I and III. 
ARTICLE X
 
LEAVES OF ABSENCE
 
Same as Part I
 
ARTICLE XI
 
REDUCTION IN FORCE AND JOB SECURITY
 
Same as Part I, Sections A and C
 
ARTICLE XII
 
ANNUITIES
 
Same as Part I
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ARTICLE XIII 
INSURANCE BENEFITS 
Same as Part I - Section A 
The District will provide the same liability/malpractice insurance to the Athletic 
Trainer(s) as it does to the school nurses. The insurance will be at no cost to the 
trainer(s). In addition to the liability/malpractice insurance that the District 
currently provides to School Nurses and Occupational Therapists, the District will 
reimburse each AT-C the cost of the premium for a privately purchased 
malpractice insurance policy to a maximum of$150 per year, upon the 
presentation to the Assistant Superintendent ofSchools for Business proof of 
purchase. 
ARTICLE XIV 
RETIREMENT 
Same as Part I 
ARTICLE XV 
HOLIDAYS & VACATIONS 
Vacations and holidays are as indicated in the school calendar as adopted by the 
Board ofEducation. The Librarian II shall follow the teacher work schedule. 
ARTICLE XVI 
SALARY SCHEDULE 
Same as Part I 
ARTICLE XVII 
DUES DEDUCTION 
Same as Part I 
ARTICLE XVIII 
GENERAL 
Same as Part I 
ARTICLE XIX 
DURATION OF AGREEMENT 
Same as Part I 
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CLERICAL SALARY SCHEDlJJ ,R
 
7/1/2005-6/30/2009 
ACCT CLK/TYP 
SR.CLK/TYP SECRETARY TYP. 
CLERK TYPIST CLK STENO LIB. CLK.lTYP. 
me. 2004-05 2005=06 2006·07 2007·08 2008·09 2004-05 2005·06 2006·07 2007·08 2008·09 2004-05 2005-06 2006·07 2007-08 2008·09 
A V B 
1 27,547 28,442 29,366 30,247 31,154 28,209 29,126 30,073 30,975 31,904 29,491 30,449 31,439 32,382 33,353 
2 28,549 29,477 30,435 31,348 32,288 29,644 30,607 31,602 32,550 33,527 30,795 31,796 32,829 33,814 34,828 
3 30,050 31,027 32,035 32,996 33,986 30,836 31,838 32,873 33,859 34,875 32,205 33,252 34,333 35,363 36,424 
4 31,559 32,585 33,644 34,653 35,693 32,750 33,814 34,913 35,960 37,039 33,848 34,948 36,084 37,167 38,282 
5 33,055 34,129 35,238 36,295 37,384 34,187 35,298 36,445 37,538 38,664 35,260 36,406 37,589 38,717 39,879 
6 34,807 35,938 37,106 38,219 39,366 36,224 37,401 38,617 39,776 40,969 36,671 37,863 39,094 40,267 41,475 
7 36,560 37,748 38,975 40,144 41,348 37,448 38,665 39,922 41,120 42,354 38,551 39,804 41,098 42,331 43,601 
8 37,291 38,503 39,754 40,947 42,175 38,199 39,440 40,722 41,944 43,202 40,430 41,744 43,101 44,394 45,726 
9 38,039 39,275 40,551 41,768 43,021 39,870 41,166 42,504 43,779 45,092 41,238 42,578 43,962 45,281 46,639 
10 39,764 41,056 42,390 43,662 44,972 41,345 42,689 44,076 45,398 46,760 42,268 43,642 45,060 46,412 47,804 
SR. PAYROLL CLERK 
SECRETARY I PRINCIPAL CLK.TYP PRINC. PUR. CLK. 
SR. CLK.lSTENO SR. ACCT. CLERK SECRETARY II 
me. 2004-05 2005=06 2006-07 2007·08 2008-09 2004-05 2005·06 2006·07 2007·08 2008·09 2004-05 2005·06 2006·07 2007·08 2008·09 
C D E 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
30,303 
31,642 
33,091 
34,779 
36,230 
37,681 
39,613 
41,541 
42,372 
43,535 
31,288 
32,670 
34,166 
35,909 
37,407 
38,906 
40,900 
42,891 
43,749 
44,950 
32,305 
33,732 
35,276 
37,076 
38,623 
40,170 
42,229 
44,285 
45,171 
46,411 
33,274 
34,744 
36,334 
38,188 
39,782 
41,375 
43,496 
45,614 
46,526 
47,803 
34,272 
35,786 
37,424 
39,334 
40,975 
42,616 
44,801 
46,982 
47,922 
49,237 
31,618 
32,847 
34,541 
35,990 
37,443 
39,363 
41,068 
42,996 
43,854 
45,059 
32,646 
33,915 
35,664 
37,160 
38,660 
40,642 
42,403 
44,393 
45,279 
46,523 
33,707 
35,017 
36,823 
38,368 
39,916 
41,963 
43,781 
45,836 
46,751 
48,035 
34,718 
36,068 
37,928 
39,519 
41,113 
43,222 
45,094 
47,211 
48,154 
49,476 
35,760 
37,150 
39,066 
40,705 
42,346 
44,519 
46,447 
48,627 
49,599 
50,960 
34,916 
36,230 
37,681 
39,613 
41,784 
43,955 
46,138 
48,795 
49,772 
51,137 
36,051 
37,407 
38,906 
40,900 
43,142 
45,384 
47,637 
50,381 
51,390 
52,799 
37,223 
38,623 
40,170 
42,229 
44,544 
46,859 
49,185 
52,018 
53,060 
54,515 
38,340 
39,782 
41,375 
43,496 
45,880 
48,265 
50,661 
53,579 
54,652 
56,150 
39,490 
40,975 
42,616 
44,801 
47,256 
49,713 
52,181 
55,186 
56,292 
57,835 
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SR. CLK/TYP • 10 MONTHS 
CLERK TYPIST· 10 MONTHS CLERK STENO - 10 MONTHS MONITORS 
:rte. 2004-05 2005·06 2006·07 2007-08 2008·09 2004-05 2005·06 2006·07 2007·08 2008·09 2004·05 2005·06 2006-07 2007·08 2008·09 
G H I 
1 13.74 14.19 14.65 15.09 15.54 14.92 15.40 15.90 16.38 16.87 11.63 12.01 12.40 12.77 13.15 
2 14.48 14.95 15.44 15.90 16.38 15.58 16.09 16.61 17.11 17.62 12.51 12.92 13.34 13.74 14.15 
3 14.91 15.39 15.89 16.37 16.86 16.36 16.89 17.44 17.96 18.50 12.90 13.32 13.75 14.16 14.58 
4 15.68 16.19 16.72 17.22 17.74 17.03 17.58 18.15 18.69 19.25 14.31 14.78 15.26 15.72 16.19 
5 16.69 17.23 17.79 18.32 18.87 18.05 18.64 19.25 19.83 20.42 14.59 15.06 15.55 16.02 16.50 
6 17.28 17.84 18.42 18.97 19.54 18.88 19.49 20.12 20.72 21.34 14.98 15.47 15.97 16.45 16.94 
7 18.30 18.89 19.50 20.09 20.69 19.54 20.18 20.84 21.47 22.11 16.22 16.75 17.25 17.77 
8 19.17 19.79 20.43 21.04 21.67 20.19 20.85 21.53 22.18 22.85 16.97 17.52 18.05 18.59 
9 19.55 20.19 20.85 21.48 22.12 20.58 21.25 21.94 22.60 23.28 
10 20.11 20.76 21.43 22.07 22.73 21.17 21.86 22.57 23.25 23.95 LAB TECH AIDE 
2004·05 2005-06 2QQ§:OZ 2007·08 2008·09 
S 
12.82 13.24 13.67 14.08 14.50 
13.79 14.24 14.70 15.14 15.59 
14.31 14.78 15.26 15.72 16.19 
15.45 15.95 16.47 16.96 17.47 
15.77 16.28 16.81 17.31 17.83 
16.15 16.67 17.21 17.73 18.26 
16.80 17.35 17.91 18.45 19.00 
17.45 18.02 18.61 19.17 19.75 
TEACHER AlPES CLERK 10 MONTH CLERK 
mf! 200+05 2005-06 2006·07 2007-08 2008·09 2004~S 2005-06 ~ 2007~8 200~9 ~ ~ 2006-07 2007~8 ~ 
J K R 
1 12.54 12.95 13.37 13.77 14.18 24,563 25,361 26,186 26,971 27,780 12.26 12.66 13.07 ]3.46 13.86 
1 
3 
4 
13.52 
14.03 
15.17 
13.96 
14.49 
15.66 
14.41 
14.96 
16.17 
14.84 
15.41 
16.66 
15.29 
15.87 
17.16 
25,458 
26,795 
28,141 
26,285 
27,666 
29,056 
27,140 
28,565 
30,000 
27,954 
29,422 
30,900 
28,792 
30,305 
31,827 
]2.9] 
13.30 
13.98 
13.33 
13.73 
14.43 
13.76 
14.18 
14.90 
14.]7 
14.61 
15.35 
14.60 
15.05 
15.8] 
5 
6 
7 
15.49 
15.87 
16.52 
15.99 
16.39 
17.06 
16.51 
16.92 
17.61 
17.01 
17.43 
18.14 
17.52 
17.95 
18.68 
29,477 
31,038 
32,602 
30,435 
32,047 
33,662 
31,424 
33,088 
34,756 
32,367 
34,08] 
35,798 
33,338 
35,103 
36,872 
14.88 
15.39 
]6.31 
15.36 
15.89 
16.84 
15.86 
16.41 
17.39 
16.34 
16.90 
17.91 
16.83 
]7.41 
18.45 
8 17.17 17.73 18.31 18.86 19.43 33,254 34,335 35,451 36,514 37,6]0 17.09 17.65 18.22 18.77 ]9.33 
9 33,920 35,022 36,161 37,245 38,363 17.43 18.00 18.59 19.15 19.72 
10 35,457 36,609 37,799 38,933 40,101 17.92 18.50 19.10 19.67 20.26 
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LIBRARIAN II SCHOOL NURSE ACCOUNTANT II 
.5IEf 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
2004-05 
42,910 
43,839 
44,772 
45,702 
46,634 
47,565 
48,495 
49,428 
50,359 
51,540 
2005-06 
44,305 
45,264 
46,227 
47,187 
48,150 
49,111 
50,071 
51,034 
51,996 
53,215 
2006-07 
L 
45,744 
46,735 
47,729 
48,721 
49,714 
50,707 
51,698 
52,693 
53,686 
54,945 
2007-08 
47,116 
48,137 
49,161 
50,183 
51,206 
52,228 
53,249 
54,274 
55,296 
56,593 
2008·09 
48,529 
49,581 
50,636 
51,688 
52,742 
53,795 
54,846 
55,902 
56,955 
58,291 
2004·05 
.31,803 
33,410 
35,017 
36,628 
38,237 
39,844 
41,452 
43,060 
44,669 
46,619 
2005-06 
32,837 
34,496 
36,155 
37,818 
39,480 
41,139 
42,799 
44,459 
46,121 
48,134 
2006·07 
N 
33,904 
35,617 
37,330 
39,048 
40,763 
42,476 
44,190 
45,904 
47,620 
49,698 
2007·08 
34,921 
36,685 
38,450 
40,219 
41,986 
43,750 
45,516 
47,282 
49,048 
51,189 
2008·09 
35,969 
37,786 
39,603 
41,426 
43,245 
45,063 
46,881 
48,700 
50,520 
52,725 
2004-05 
56,377 
57,687 
58,999 
60,310 
61,622 
62,932 
64,243 
65,555 
66,865 
68,511 
2005-06 
58,209 
59,562 
60,916 
62,270 
63,625 
64,977 
66,331 
67,686 
69,038 
70,738 
2006-07 
W 
60,101 
61,498 
62,896 
64,294 
65,693 
67,089 
68,487 
69,885 
71,282 
73,037 
2007·08 
61,904 
63,343 
64,783 
66,223 
67,663 
69,102 
70,541 
71,982 
73,420 
75,228 
2008-09 
63,761 
65,243 
66,727 
68,209 
69,693 
71,175 
72,657 
74,141 
75,623 
77,485 
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPIST ATHLETIC TRAINER PUBLIC INFORMATION 
.5IEf 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
2004-05 
52,344 
53,573 
54,802 
56,032 
57,262 
58,492 
59,721 
60,952 
62,181 
63,411 
2005-06 
54,045 
55,314 
56,583 
57,853 
59,123 
60,393 
61,662 
62,933 
64,202 
65,472 
2006·07 
0 
55,802 
57,112 
58,422 
59,733 
61,044 
62,356 
63,666 
64,978 
66,289 
67,600 
2007·08 
57,476 
58,825 
60,175 
61,525 
62,875 
64,227 
65,576 
66,927 
68,278 
69,628 
2008·09 
59,200 
60,590 
61,980 
63,371 
64,761 
66,154 
67,543 
68,935 
70,326 
71,717 
2004-05 
39,680 
40,870 
42,097 
43,359 
44,661 
46,781 
48,185 
50,103 
52,579 
55,158 
2005-06 
40,970 
42,198 
43,465 
44,768 
46,112 
48,301 
49,751 
51,731 
54,288 
56,951 
2006-07 
T 
42,301 
43,570 
44,878 
46,223 
47,611 
49,871 
51,368 
53,413 
56,052 
58,802 
2007-08 
43,570 
44,877 
46,224 
47,610 
49,039 
51,367 
52,909 
55,015 
57,734 
60,566 
2008-09 
44,877 
46,223 
47,611 
49,038 
50,511 
52,908 
54,496 
56,665 
59,466 
62,383 
2004-05 
33,982 
35,260 
36,671 
38,551 
40,666 
42,778 
44,903 
47,489 
48,440 
49,648 
2005·06 
35,086 
36,406 
37,863 
39,804 
41,988 
44,168 
46,362 
49,032 
50,014 
51,262 
2006·07 
P 
36,227 
37,589 
39,093 
41,098 
43,352 
45,604 
47,869 
50,626 
51,640 
52,928 
2007·08 
37,314 
38,717 
40,266 
42,330 
44,653 
46,972 
49,305 
52,145 
53,189 
54,515 
2008-09 
38,433 
39,878 
41,474 
43,600 
45,992 
48,381 
50,784 
53,709 
54,785 
56,151 
NURSE COORDINATOR STIPEND 
2~ 
3,339 
2005·06 
3,448 
2006-07 
3,560 
2007·08 
3,667 
2008·09 
3,777 
LONGEVITY PAY 
TEN MONTH EMPLOYEES 
10 HOURS OR LESS 
1I-19HOURS 
20-29HOURS 
30 HOURS OR MORE 
11 MONTH EMPLOYEES AND NURSES 
10TH YEAR 
190 
370 
555 
740 
925 
AN ADDITIONAL 190 AT 15TH AND 20TH YEAR 
AN ADDITIONAL 370 AT 15TH AND 20TH YEAR 
AN ADDITIONAL 555 AT 15TH AND 20TH YEAR 
AN ADDITIONAL 740 AT 15TH AND 20TH YEAR 
AN ADDITIONAL 925 15TH AND 20TH YEAR 
AND 1100 AT 25TH YEAR & 30TH YEAR 
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